BARET smart tourism platform was born as a flexible and modular application
aimed at collecting, processing and comparing large volumes of data from an
immense variety of sources, with the aim of giving the most complete and clear
vision of what is happening around the brands of tourist destinations, the
business fabric of the sector, the main agents in the area and the territory itself.
BARET has the ability to learn by analyzing this information and help in the
design of strategies and successful actions for destinations.

It allows destinations and companies from the tourism sector to have full control
of the main data flows that are of interest to design their strategies for the future
and measure the real impact of their actions:
●

The platform measures the flows and volumes of people who use the
routes or visit facilities in real time and compares them with the impact of
marketing campaigns and actions aimed at strengthening the destination
brand.

●

It analyzes the topics that potential customers and users are talking about
in real time to design content marketing strategies according to the reality
and interests of the target audience.

●

It compares trends with the real evolution of allocations and business
volume, making it easy to know the target market and its alignment.

●

Carrying out real impact analysis of investments and sponsorships,
obtaining intelligent recommendations for the future and conclusions
about their performance and efficiency.

Methodology and characteristics
Baret works on all the reference concepts of online positioning for the destination
and on the segregation and granulation of data adapting it to its field of interest.
Generating a data architecture that filters us and enriches the Big data obtained
from online monitoring, resulting in an effective framework for subsequent
strategy and decision-making.

Trends: Baret performs content tracking that allows detecting the main topics
related to the destination that spike the most interest throughout the year and
the specific times this occurs, something very relevant in order to plan the
marketing strategy. Likewise, it allows you to know which accounts and web
pages have a greater impact (degree of influence) depending on each topic.
Something relevant to detect influencers on specific topics that may be
interesting for the destination and pages that generate real value in our
destination brand.
At the same time, we will know the sentiment around each monitored topic and
the scope of its related publications, knowing at a glance the general opinion
about our actions and content.
BARET will label all publications in up to four levels of information, being able to
generate categories and sublevels of content to monitor, study, analyze and
semantically understand the content. The level of detail of the fourth level gives
us the ability to georeference the publications in a heat map to detect which
places, hotels or tourist attractions generated more relevant content and its
evolution over time.

Destination channels: We monitor all communication platforms of the
destination (social networks, blog, website, app and other alternatives of the
destination) to measure their reach, their alignment with the composition of
trend content and the sentiment and degree of impact.
Calendar: BARET allows the destination to integrate a calendar with all the events
and actions relevant to the brand in order to anticipate and plan campaigns
regarding trends in different channels. Likewise, it allows to easily collect, quantify
and analyze the degree of impact of interesting events to the destination, being
able to measure any internet channel in which it is mentioned, as well as its
relevance by social network and evolution over time. On the other hand, it is
possible to detect the most influential accounts that are talking about that event
to know how to guide our Community Management efforts or sponsorships.
Social media campaigns: the platform can integrate the monitoring and results
of online marketing campaigns and compare them with the evolution of trends
and the investment made. By monitoring social media campaigns where their
degree of success is monitored based on scope, and their degree of coincidence is
monitored with the content composition of the trends, they can be targeted with
specific KPIs of web visits, leads, etc.
Georeferencing of assets and MKT heat maps: The assets of the territory are
georeferenced in maps, applying different visualizations such as heat maps,
allowing a better compression of data about the countries.

Most relevant modules
Conversion funnels:
This module allows the destination to
optimize and measure the conversions of
the investments made in campaigns or in
brand reputation.
Visually the client obtains an alignment
with content composition of the trends
and campaigns, combining their scope
and allowing to customize all the KPIs that
the destination wants to monitor: web
visits, form completion, Leads, web visits,
number of pages views, downloads, app,
add to cart, buy, calculate budget, likes in
RRSS, times shares ...
All this information will be condensed into
a funnel graph that allows us to observe
and analyze the journey that a user takes
until the conversion.
To monitor this conversion we must
integrate with:
● Booking Engines
● Affiliate Engines
ERP,
CRM
and other
● PMS,
management tools
● Gift vouchers and other bonus and
promotion options
External data:
Within the data offer, there are a
multitude of sources available in an open
or paid way, external data sources make
up the segment of data obtained from
private
and
commonly aggregated
sources. In this space, we can find data
such as:
● Mobility data of teleoperators
● Credit card bank consumption data
● Price data of a product in different
geographical points

Average price of hotels by region
Predictive engine:
By using the platform's predictive module, calculations can be made based on
historical data obtained from a specific source. This allows training a model that is
capable of predicting how that data will behave in the future, that is, a prediction
can be made of what value a set of date will have in the future in an approximate
way. With this module, for example, we can be able to predict what density of
people could be at a point that we keep monitored on a specific date in order to
adapt commercial actions accordingly. Some sample data that can be predicted
using this module are:
●
●
●
●
●

Production systems
Stocks
Shopping
Management of notices for flow control and production units
Density of people at a specific point

Competence:
BARET allows us to integrate a module that compares our performance directly
with other destinations to compare exactly where the brand occupies for each
relevant topic compared to other destination brands.
The tool allows us to keep track of what the competition is doing in their online
channels and what the world is talking about so the destination can correct
trends and be able to anticipate when taking actions that
improve the positioning of our destination.
Reputation:
This module is used to monitor everything that is published
on the internet using the name of the client's brand, agents
or products and analyzes the sentiment of said publications
on social networks and the web to be able to detect
reputation crises and also the aspects that improve the
sentiment of the user towards our destination brand.
International:
The entire trend module can be adapted to monitor
information in different countries and languages.

